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2 IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING LETTERSI. IntrodutionOne of the major hallenges to automati speeh reognition (ASR) is to maintain goodperformane or to degrade graefully under the adverse e�et of noise. Many attemptshave been tried: for instane, signal-based approahes suh as epstral mean subtration [1℄,spetral subtration [2℄, signal bias removal [3℄, and RASTA proessing [4℄; model-basedapproahes suh as parallel model ombination [5℄, and noise adaptation. In reent years,multi-band ASR (MBASR) [6℄, [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄ has been proposed as another model-basedmethod to improve robustness of ASR against band-limited additive noises. In an M -subband MBASR system, the hannels in the full-band �lter-bank are divided into M sub-bands, usually of equal partitions, and subband mel-frequeny epstral oeÆients (MFCCs)are omputed from eah �lter-bank partition using the Disrete Cosine Transform (DCT).While the exat method of modeling varies from system to system, the subband MFCCs areusually employed in one of the following two ommon ways:(1) in parallelmode [6℄, [11℄: M independent reognizers are developed, one for eah subband,and they are reombined at some temporal unit during reognition.(2) in onatenativemode [12℄, the subband MFCCs are onatenated into one feature vetorto develop one single \quasi-full-band" reognizer.The feature extration proess for the two MBASR approahes is depited in Figure 1 fora 2-subband system with 2N hannels and L=2 MFCCs per subband.Both approahes demonstrate some suesses. Table I shows the performane1 of the twoMBASR approahes and ompares them with their orresponding full-band system on theonneted TIDIGITS task [14℄. The full-band system employs ontinuous-density hiddenMarkov models (HMM) with feature vetors onsisting of 12 MFCCs plus normalized energyand their �rst- and seond-order derivatives (a total of 39 parameters). The MFCCs are om-puted from the outputs of a �lter-bank of 26 hannels overing the bandwidth of 0{4000Hz.The multi-band system have two subbands overing the bandwidths, 0 { 1080Hz and 1000 {4000Hz. Six MFCCs are omputed from the outputs of the �rst 13 hannels and the last 131Notie that our reognition auraies on lean onneted TIDIGITS are lower than other reported results byabout 1%. However, during our signal analysis, speeh is band-passed to a bandwidth of 0{4000Hz while mostreported results employ the full 10kHz bandwidth of TIDIGITS. Our system performane should better be omparedwith those based on Aurora [13℄ sine the setup is very similar exept for the down-sampling and �ltering proesses.Aurora's benhmark word auray on lean speeh is 99.02% [13℄.



MAK: A MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FULL-BAND AND MULTI-BAND MFCCS 3hannels of the full-band �lter-bank respetively for the two subband systems. The �nal 21-dimensional subband feature vetors also ontain the subband normalized energy as well asthe �rst- and seond-order derivatives of their 6 MFCCs and energy. The parallel MBASRsystem reombines subband log-likelihoods at state level with equal subband weightings.That is, bj(xt) = b(1)j (x(1)t ) b(2)j (x(2)t )where, bj(xt) is the probability of observation xt at state j of an HMM, and b(k)j (x(k)t ); k =1; 2; is the orresponding observation probability of eah of the two subbands. All orre-sponding subband and full-band HMMs are whole digit models with the same topology (6states and 4 Gaussian mixtures per state).From Table I, we see that all the three systems have omparable word error rates in leanand noisy speeh. However, we should note that by exploiting asynhrony and optimalweighting, MBASR may outperform full-band ASR as shown in [11℄, [15℄.In any ase, we are not aware of any detailed analysis of the relationship between full-band MFCCs and multi-band MFCCs. Intuitively, sine they are all derived from the samespetrum, they should exhibit some relationship. In the next setion, we will show math-ematially that there is a linear relationship between the j-th subband MFCCs and the(Mj)-th full-band MFCCs.II. Relationship Between Full-band and Multi-band MFCCsMFCCs of a frame of speeh is ommonly omputed by performing the DCT on thelogarithm of the hannel energy amplitudes of a �lter-bank. That is, if there are N hannelsin the �lter-bank, and xi is the logarithm of the i-th hannel energy amplitude, then thej-th MFCC j is given byj = s 2N NXi=1 xi os �(i� 0:5)j�N � ; 1 � j � L � N : (1)Let us denote eah osine transformation term asWN;j;i = s 2N os �(i� 0:5)j�N � ; 1 � i � N ; 1 � j � L (2)and the whole osine transformation vetor and log hannel energy vetor asWN;j = [WN;j;i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ℄T (3)



4 IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING LETTERSand xN = [xi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ℄T (4)respetively. (As usual, vetor or matrix quantities are boldfaed.) Then, the j-th MFCCan be rewritten as j = NXi=1 xiWN;j;i =W TN;jxN : (5)A. Multi-band MFCCsLet us onsider a MBASR system withM subbands, eah with a �lter-bank of N hannels.Aording to Eqn.(5), the j-th MFCC of the k-th subband of a frame of speeh is(k)j = W TN;jx(k)N : (6)B. Full-band MFCCsThe full-bank ounterpart of the M -subband MBASR system in the previous setion hasa �lter-bank of M � N hannels. Therefore, from Eqn.(5), the j-th MFCC of a frame offull-band speeh is j = W TMN;jxMN : (7)Now, let us break up the full-band log energy vetor xMN into the M subband log energyvetors xTMN = [x(1)TN : x(2)TN : : : : : x(M)TN ℄ (8)where the symbol \:" is the onatenation operator. On the other hand, we may express theN log energies of the k-th subband as an (MN)-dimensional full-band log energy vetor ~x(k)MNwhih ontains x(k)N and is padded with zeros in all the remaining positions orrespondingto subbands other than the k-th subband. That is,xMN = ~x(1)MN + ~x(2)MN + : : :+ ~x(M)MN : (9)



MAK: A MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FULL-BAND AND MULTI-BAND MFCCS 5Substituting Eqn.(9) into Eqn.(7),j = MXk=1W TMN;j~x(k)MN : (10)Eqn.(10) shows that a full-band MFCC may be onsidered as the sum of M subbandMFCCs, ~(k)j , k = 1; 2; : : : ;M , eah of whih is omputed from a set of subband �lters underthe full-band settings. Hene, the ontribution of the k-th subband toward a full-band MFCCis ~(k)j =W TMN;j~x(k)MN =W (k)TMN;jx(k)N (11)and j = MXk=1 ~(k)j (12)where, W (k)TMN;j is the portion of W TMN;j that multiplies with outputs of the k-th subbandhannel �lters. That is,W (k)MN;j = [W (k)MN;j;i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; N ℄Tand W (k)MN;j;i = s 2MN os �((k � 1)N + i� 0:5) j�MN �= s 2MN os �(k � 1)j�M + (i� 0:5) j�MN � : (13)C. Comparing full-band and subband MFCCsComparing Eqn.(11) and Eqn.(6), the ontribution of the k-th subband to a full-bandMFCC, ~(k)j , is very similar to the orresponding MFCC, (k)j , of the k-th subband in amulti-band system, and the di�erene is only in their DCT weightings (.f. Eqn.(13) againstEqn.(2)). Spei�ally, the values of W (k)MN;j;i for k = 1; 2; 3; : : : arek = 1; W (1)MN;j;i = s 2MN os �(i� 0:5) j�MN �k = 2; W (2)MN;j;i = s 2MN os �j�M + (i� 0:5) j�MN �



6 IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING LETTERSk = 3; W (3)MN;j;i = s 2MN os �2j�M + (i� 0:5) j�MN �...With the above values of W (k)MN;j;i in mind, and omparing Eqn.(11) with Eqn.(6), we get(1)j = pM ~(1)Mj(2)j = (�1)jpM ~(2)Mj...(k)j = 8><>: pM ~(k)Mj if k = odd(�1)jpM ~(k)Mj if k = even (14)Thus, it means that exept for a fator of pM the j-th MFCC of the k-th subband in amulti-band system is equivalent to the ontribution of the k-subband �lters to the (Mj)-thfull-band MFCC when k is odd; and, when k is even, the former is similar to the latterexept that its sign toggles depending on the value of j. For example, when the MFCCs ofa 2-subband multi-band system are ompared with those of the full-band system:Subband #1: (1)1 = p2 ~(1)2 , (1)2 = p2 ~(1)4 , (1)3 = p2 ~(1)6 , (1)4 = p2 ~(1)8 , . . .Subband #2: (2)1 = �p2 ~(2)2 , (2)2 = p2 ~(2)4 , (2)3 = �p2 ~(2)6 , (2)4 = p2 ~(2)8 , . . .Full-band: 2 = ~(1)2 + ~(2)2 = 1p2((1)1 � (2)1 ), 4 = ~(1)4 + ~(2)4 = 1p2((1)2 + (2)2 ), . . . .III. DisussionThe following points are noteworthy.Point #1 : Without any trunation of the epstrum, full-band and multi-band MFCCs areequivalent and are di�erent representations of the same spetral information. However, inpratie, to apture only the slow-varying voal trat information, only the low-order MFCCsare used in speaker-independent speeh reognition. It is still not lear if trunating NMMFCCs to L MFCCs in the full-band is equivalent to trunating N MFCCs to L=M MFCCsin eah of the M subbands.Point #2 : MFCCs from an M -subband multi-band system appear in the (Mj)-th MFCCsof a full-band system as some linear ombination of the former. From Eqn.(14), it is nowlear how a orrupted subband will a�et some of the full-band MFCCs.



MAK: A MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FULL-BAND AND MULTI-BAND MFCCS 7Point #3 : More aurately speaking, the derived relationship is a property of the DCT.IV. ConlusionIn this paper, we derive a mathematial relationship between every (Mj)-th full-bandMFCCs with the orresponding j-th subband MFCCs if the full spetrum is partitioned intoM equal subbands. It is still an open question if there is a simple relation between otherfull-band MFCCs and subband MFCCs.V. AknowledgementsI would like to thank Olivier Siohan of the Bell Labs, and my olleague Manhung Siu forvaluable omments on the paper. This work is supported by the Hong Kong RGC under thegrant number DAG00/01.EG09.
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MAK: A MATHEMATICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FULL-BAND AND MULTI-BAND MFCCS 9TABLE IThe performane of a full-band ASR (FB), a parallel MBASR (PMB), and aonatenative MBASR (CMB) on lean and noisy onneted TIDIGITS. (Noises areartifiially added.)String Auray (%) Word Auray (%)Noise FB CMB PMB FB CMB PMBlean 94.00 94.31 93.60 98.80 98.86 98.78white 0db 22.06 21.38 16.72 70.90 71.80 71.40babble 0db 14.64 10.62 10.16 62.84 62.60 61.34
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